
 

The C1/NXN NEAR Tour held in 

February in the Nigeria’s capital city 

of Abuja was an epic event gathering 

participants from all works of life. 

The hybrid event also attracted 

Blockchain Breeders students in 

Lagos, Nigeria and Cairo Egypt, who 

were thrilled to know that " the 

future is NEAR." 

The event is first in a series of tours 

being planned by C1 in collaboration 

with other groups to reach out and 

onboard people in NEAR ecosystem 

across Nigeria. 

Also a call for artists and investors 

for collaboration and beneficial 

enlightenment in the industry, there 

were performances which include 

dance, comedy, music and seminar. 

Featuring artists were Zeph, Deejay 

Stella, Kendrick Awe, Jaywest, Lol-

lyzondy, Dedeukwu, Smizzy, 

Sharpzy, and Peace dancers. The 

guest artist was EL Khush, and 

others were Deejay Teetrack, and 

MC Blue Ice. 

According to Dedeukwu co-

founder of C1, 'NxM helped with 

the unveiling of “ALIGNMENT EP' by 

John X during the event with fund 

support so we will created a Tele-

gram Group for the Abuja communi-

ty forum where we can onboard 

them to several DAOS and overall 

potentials of the blockchain." 

JCB, co-founder of C1 was live from 

Canada passing the message across 

on C1 and NEAR. 

"It was a pleasure to witness the 

Abuja event take shape from initial 

conception to completion. The team 

worked incredibly hard, and faced 

many challenges, but overcame.   

"A job well done, but also an amazing 

opportunity to the people who at-

tended.  C1 and NxM were intro-

ducing them to the future.  

"Being able to watch the event live 

streamed into the C1 Gallery, was an 

incredible addition, and allowed me 

to witness the event as it happened 

in real time.  I can't wait to see 

more!" said JCB. 

One of the objectives of the show is 

to onboard people to C1/NxM. This 

was achieved by the number of par-

ticipants that showed interest and 

now part of the family exploring 

ways to leverage available opportuni-

ties.  Utilizing funds generated 

through the sales of NFTs, C1 give 

artists a home.  
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August Kinge 

was crowned 

the winner of  

THE FUTURE 

IS NEAR  

MUSIC 

CHALLENGE. 

Get to know 

him better in 

our next of 

edition of C1 

newsletter. 

C1 Guild is 

also a place to 

discover  

Talents. 

 

https://discord.gg/DQZGkTMSzX
https://www.instagram.com/dum_unu/p/CY4E3ytAMos/?utm_medium=copy_link
https://twitter.com/dum_unu/status/1484931658059063304?s=21
https://www.facebook.com/chapter1guild/
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Obviously, the biggest show of 

the month in C1 Guild ecosys-

tem was the C1/NXM Abuja-

Tour, which attracted block-

chain enthusiasts who gathered 

to know more about NEAR and 

enjoyed the fun that ensued. 

 

Various artists were on stage to 

perform and new members 

were onboarded. Check out few 

pictures of the evening on page 

four and five. Subsequently, we 

shall be releasing more flash 

back pictures. Stay tuned! 

 

Another event worth mention-

ing is "The Future is NEAR" 

music competition, which rec-

orded many entries. Following a 

rigorous process by judges, 

August Kinge emerged winner.  

More about this unknown win-

ner of the music competition 

will be part of our focus in the 

next edition of C1 Newsletter. 

 

Other items featured in this 

edition are C1 NFT drops, short 

piece on rising artists and Q&A 

with our guest artist on page 2. 

 

Scan to page 4 to know about 

the NEAR MetaBUILD 2. Appli-

cation submission is in progress. 

Join the hackathon and build an 

App. 

 

The C1- ducation on page 7 

sheds a brief light on what is 

Smart Contract.  

 

On same page seven, is the NFT 

Crypto Watch with a list of the 

top 20 NFT coins and tokens. 

Remember, the " Future is 

NEAR." 

Enjoy your reading! 

 
Editor’s Note 

 C1 score another point with C1/NXM Tour 

“Another event worth 

mentioning is "The Future 

is NEAR" music competi-

tion, which recorded many 

entries. ” 

Eric I. Asomugha 

Editor-in-Chief 

 

 

Guest Artist: The Tune 
                                                            

 It is no surprise he is called 

"The Tune." Akinbohun Adedo-

tun, a native of Ondo state 

started his music early from a 

humble background. In an inter-

view with CGN, Adedotun 

shares his romance with music 

and the world of NFTs 

CGN: What type of music 

do you play? 

A:  Afro-Fusion, R&B, Reggae, 

versatile singing styles and free-

styling.  

 

CGN: When did you get into music? 

A: I have been musically inclined my whole life, drumming at church, my 

father as a leader in the Church, and listening to lots of music from 

childhood, most especially, expressing myself by dancing.  

Singing came much later with certainty after something changed in me, I 

felt like I saw life differently. I became conscious of something in me that 

give me confidence at making music. That confidence skyrocketed in the 

year 2019, then I set off with just wanting my musical abilities known. 

Till date, I am still trying my sounds and releasing, while reserved in 

nature. 

CGN: How many songs or albums have you released? 

A:  I got a couple of songs released, different genres and about 5, includ-

ing Challenges with Mubzy and Boy Chula, C1 Guild members, featured 

in the NEAR Mixtape recently premiered. 

I intend to drop my very first album later this year, African Warrior, 

consisting of fascinating Afro-Fusion sounds, I won't be alone in the pro-

duction. 

CGN: Do you have any on NFT? 

A:  Yes, currently I have got 2 audio NFTS with more unique ones on 

the way. Currently, “Save Us” and “Challenges” (NEAR MIXTAPE) are  

 

minted.  

CGN: What do you do when you are not playing music? 

A: I love to play video games. 

CGN: Tell me more about your family. How many are you, and 

what number are you on the family list? 

A: Well, we are 5. I am the third child and only boy of my parents. 

CGN: How do you see the marriage of music and NFT in the 

NEARest future? 

A: Well, I think that it's a great tag, music and NFT, value can be placed 

upon nice music, quality music, music that impacts quality lifestyles, not 

only music anyway, art in general, it is really fascinating making audio 

NFTS, especially with homies in the NXM community.  

Those musically inclined should ensure to try putting out Audio NFTS 

on the path of their journey, along the way because it’s like a seed plant-

ed.  It could be massive at any point in time. 

CGN: Are Nigerian musicians putting out the right lyrics in 

their songs? 

A: Well, I feel that it is up to you to do what you want with your music, 

if you want to be lyrical, fine, if you want to sing something not lyrical, 

you should make sure that it is still worth dancing to or “vibing” to, but, 

oh well, I could say that we got a great number of Nigerian artistes that 

are good lyrically. 

CGN: Who are the musicians that influenced you most, locally 

and international? 

A: Internationally it all started with Michael Jackson, Chris Brown, the 

likes of Usher, Swae Lee, and others. 

Locally it all started with, watching Dbanj, Durella King of the Zanga, 

2Face, PSquare (dancing), Wizkid and Wande Coal.  I feel like I sound 

like a lot of musicians.  About who influences me most, Well, of recent, I 

have been sounding like someone also influenced by Burna Boy. 

CGN: Your advice to upcoming artists? 

A: My advice to the upcoming artistes would be to focus on being the 

best version of themselves, be open minded, no one's perfect but be 

humble and hopeful, it would help. 

https://discord.gg/DQZGkTMSzX
https://www.instagram.com/dum_unu/p/CY4E3ytAMos/?utm_medium=copy_link
https://twitter.com/dum_unu/status/1484931658059063304?s=21
https://www.facebook.com/chapter1guild/
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El Khush 
 

Living in his own world 

and style, Kennedy 

Williams Ajiki a.k.a. EL 

Khush, an indigen of 

Benue State, Nigeria is 

one the rising Rap/Afro 

infusion artists in the 

country. 

"I have 3 Mainstream 

release and just one 

NFT release but I’ m 

currently working on a 

4 songs EP project 

sponsored by the NXM 

guild to be minted as NFTs," said EL Khush. 

His song "Put in Work" produced by SterryO is on Mintbase. 

Still exploring ways and experimenting various jams to make a great 

mark in the industry,  

EL Khush has an advice to other rising stars: "Don’t let nobody tell 

you how to be an artist, do what you can and be original, that’s how 

new vibes and history gets made," 

EL Khush was the first Nigerian artist to host the C1/NXM Abuja 

onboarding tour, which he believes has created lots of opportunities 

for the capital city. 

Much is expected from this artist whose style of music and fashion 

depicts his personality. 

C1 featured Artists: From ….. 

C1 NFT Drops: From … 

BULLDOZER 

Bulldozer is a painting that talks about 

desperation, energy and power. The 

Bull is known to be a very energetic 

and desperate animal. However, the 

painting is done to serve as a source of 

energy ….   https://www.mintbase.io/

thing/6fwSIt3G8WsPmZp0ED_UYXVp

VJcesCxCoKkUUaC0eJA:c1auctionhou

se.mintbase1.NEAR 

BEHIND LUNAR ECLIPSE 

 

Describing my piece isn't what i'm a fan of. I let 

the viewer the freedom to interpret what it 

means to them because art is subjective. 

https://www.mintbase.io/thing/

F8Xe-

GlIrjOJyM5r3BfM_zL81zepLPNc4JyXbzcjKN3s:

c1auctionhouse.mintbase1.NEAR 

SOKOTO  

 

Sokoto is an audio NFTs made by the C1 

workshop inspired by the realities of living in 

Lagos, Nigeria. 

https://www.mintbase.io/thing/

HQuHCP_nsrGX-

qLdyxWak5YVOynU0B9osafeoXI-

CF8U:c1auctionhouse.mintbase1.NEAR 

Q & A time:    Previous answer is: Aurora                                                                                            

Question: NEAR’s blockchain uses a revolutionary new type of sharding tool called? 

Send Question and Answer to c1media22@gmail.com  

5 correct answers selected from a draw of lots will earn1N each.  

Sponsors are welcome. 

Dayo Burna 
 

From the Center of 

Excellence, Lagos Nige-

ria, Dayo Burna is 

another upcoming 

artist working hard to 

make a name for him-

self.   

Born as Quadri 

Olanrewaju Ekundayo, 

his choice of music is 

Afro pop, Hip hop and 

Afro soul.   

"I started making music 

3 years ago. What 

really motivated me into making music is the fact that music is life 

and I like to explore the usefulness and essence of life through mu-

sic," said Dayo who has released two songs and one on NFT. 

For this your vibrant artist, "Music is life, which one can come 

through in different ways. We can express ourselves  through  

Music." 

A mass communication student of Lagos State University, Dayo keep 

his music career alive performing jams in and outside campus. 

He sees C1 as a community helping artists and the right place to be 

in order to be make a difference. He is also looking to recording 

songs on NFT. 
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C1/NXM Abuja Tour in PHOTOS 
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C1/NXM Abuja Tour in PHOTOS 
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IGNITE 

This painting is motivated by vision and 

action. When a vision is conceived, the 

action is ignited in us. The question is 

what ignite the action?  It is passion, 

desire and energy.This qualities is …. 

https://www.mintbase.io/thing/

gEUdrBlio-

sOElAfAFzDLtZ8PSiFqKNLufsW5_gM

ZruQ:c1auctionhouse.mintbase1.NEAR 

ANCIENT CITY OF ABEOKUTA 

It is a painting describing the view of Abeoku-

ta when you climb OLUMO ROCK. OLUMO 

ROCK is an Ancient rock in Abeokuta which 

stands very tall and large. It is believed that it 

was the place where the ABEOKUTA people 

hide themselves during the period of War…. 

https://www.mintbase.io/thing/

TosuBXqDy-

i3w_29cG5VC8b6fhTNb6b2Yb2zq38bUJ1g:c1

auctionhouse.mintbase1.NEAR 

THE WORLD  

The world is an audioNFTs made with guitar 

keys and snare with the magical lyrics in a 

vocal expressing how cold the world is. 

https://www.mintbase.io/thing/

wIzVZiM-

fNf_HBBjGOpQD_c9JfnzSBhArmj1oTw7_

WgY:c1auctionhouse.mintbase1.NEAR 

                                                                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Application submission in Progress 

The NEAR MetaBUILD 2, a hackathon series application submission ends 

on February 21.  The submission, which started December 22 is a follow 

up to first edition held last year which was enormous success with a 

number of winners and prizes for work hacks, play hacks, and other 

categories.  

For this edition the organizers are adding some changes: In place of 

work and play hacks, developers can choose to participate in the Wel-

come track or Natives track. This gives everyone, from novice block-

chain builders to crypto-natives, an opportunity to help build on and 

expand the NEAR ecosystem, the Open Web, and Metaverse.  

 

MetaBUILD developers can build an app using one of two tracks. 

The Welcome track – for those who have an app and want to integrate 

blockchain into it, and for the non-blockchain developers who want to 

get familiar with the technology.  

 

The Natives track – for the developers who are already familiar with 

NEAR, Aurora or Octopus blockchain, or build ecosystem and tooling 

apps (using blockchain data, not the technology). 

 

On how the NEAR MetaBUILD Hackathon Works, according to the 

organizers, the events  are held for a couple of reasons. Part of the 

hackathon is to introduce both crypto-natives and non-blockchain users 

to the platform. But perhaps more importantly, MetaBUILD is a fantastic 

opportunity to showcase NEAR’s hassle-free wallet, lightning fast trans-

action speeds (thanks to our Nighshade sharding), global fiat on/off 

ramps, and the sustainable, carbon neutral blockchain.  

 

For now, MetaBUILD is a virtual hackathon. In the future, the format will 

be a hybrid physical-virtual contest. Throughout a MetaBUILD hacka-

thon, developers learn to write, test, and deploy scalable decentralized 

applications (dapps) in mere minutes.  

 

MetaBUILD participants can use Rust or any other languages they al-

ready know to build DeFi, Web3, Gaming, Digital Art/Collectibles, infra-

structure app and tools, or migrate an existing EVM app to NEAR.  

 

NEAR MetaBUILD 2: Join the Hackathon and Build an App 

Quotes "If you want to reach a goal, you 

must ‘see the reaching’ in your own 

mind before you actually arrive at 

your goal"   by Zig Ziglar 

“Try not to become a person of 

success, but rather try to become 

a person of value” 
By Albert Einstein 



 
MetaBUILD 2 Submission Materials 

There are currently over 300 participants for NEAR MetaBUILD 2. Up 

to $1,000,000 in prize money will be awarded to winning projects and 

teams.  

Below is the complete list of materials needed to submit your project 

for MetaBUILD 2: 

Provide a URL to your Open Source code repository. All project re-

positories must be public and have an open source license.   
Select the Track your project is submitting into. 

Include a video (about 3 minutes long) that demonstrates your submis-

sion. (Note: Videos must be uploaded to YouTube, Vimeo, or Facebook 

Video and made public.) 

Optional: Select the Sponsor Challenge you are submitting your project 

into, if applicable. 

PRIZES 

$1,000,000 in prizes 

First Place:  

$70,000 USD in NEAR 

Second Place 

$50,000 USD in NEAR 

Third Place 

$30,000 USD in NEAR 

 Welcome Track | Best use of Technology (3) 

$20,000 USD in NEAR 

 Native Track | Best use of Technology (3) 

$20,000 USD in NEAR 

 Welcome Track | Best Design (3) 

$20,000 USD in NEAR 

 Native Track | Best Design (3) 

$20,000 USD in NEAR 

 Welcome Track | Most Potential Impact (3) 

$20,000 USD in NEAR 

 Native Track | Most Potential Impact (3) 

$20,000 USD in NEAR 

 Welcome Track | Biggest Idea (3) 

$20,000 USD in NEAR 

 Native Track | Biggest Idea (3) 

$20,000 USD in NEAR 

 Welcome Track | Most Sustainable Project (3) 

$20,000 USD in NEAR 

 Native Track | Most Sustainable Project (3) 

$20,000 USD in NEAR 

 Bonus Sponsor Prize Pools (4) 

$10,000 USD in NEAR 

* This will be divided and awarded to up to 5 projects per pool, which 

means a winner of a Bonus Sponsor Prize will get a minimum of $2,000 

USD in NEAR. 

 Sponsor Challenge Prize | First Place (35) 

$3000 USD in NEAR 

Sponsor Challenge Prize | Second Place (35) 

$2000 USD in NEAR 

 Sponsor Challenge Prize | Third Place (35) 

$1000 USD in NEAR 

For more information visit: https://metabuild.devpost.com/ 
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NFT Crypto Watch 

In previous C1-DUCATION, NFT was defined and what exactly 

you get when NFT is purchased. Smart Contract is our focus in 

this edition. 

 

What is a Smart Contract? 
A smart contract is a set of self-executing code. The smart con-

tract is not the asset itself, but rather, the set of rules that govern 

what happens whenever you interact with the NFT. Every time a 

transaction is made on the NFT, the code checks for certain 

conditions and executes relevant actions. For example, when an 

NFT is sold to a new owner, the smart contract will update its 

ownership, manage permissions, and execute the transaction  

at the agreed price. It can also automatically allocate royalties to 

the NFT’s original creator, based on the royalty rate set in the  

contract when the 

NFT was created. 

Because it is a self 

executing code, 

smart contracts 

make the process of 

selling assets much 

more efficient. 

There’s no paper-

work to be pro-

cessed, no chance 

for mistakes to be 

made, no money to be paid to middlemen, and resale royalties 

are secured automatically.  

C1-ducation 
According to CoinMarketCap, the global crypto market cap was $1.90T as 

at February 17, 2022, which a rise from $1.61T recorded on January 22, 

2022. 

At the same period, the market cap for the top crypto coins and tokens 

used for Collectibles & NFTs was $45,228,640456, up from  

$33,723,862,456. 

In the top 10 NFTs, Mana maintained the top spot. Sand jumped to second 

place, pushing AXS to 4th position. Theta held on to 3rd position. 

Gala and ENJ switched positions just as CHZ and ROSE. 

 

Top 20 NFT crypto coins and tokens as February 17, 2022 

1.Decentraland MANA 

2.The Sandbox SAND 

3.Theta Network THETA 

4. Axies Infinity AXS  

5.Tezos XTZ 

6. Flow FLOW 

7.Gala GALA 

8.Enjin Coin ENJ  

9.Chiliz CHZ 

10. Oasis Network ROSE  

11.WAX WAXP 

12. Rende Token RNDR  

13. APENET NFT 

14. Immutable X IMX  

15.SushiSwap SUSHI  

16.Syscoin SYS 

17.Nervos Network CKB 

18.Illuvium ILV 

19. SuperFarm SUPER 

20.Ultra UOS   



Founders 

Dedeukwu Igwe 

Justin Burkholder (JCB) 

 

Editorial Team 

Eric Asomugha: Editor-in-Chief  

Jerry  Njoku: Editor  

Sharon Isioma: Production 

CEFI Infomedia: Art&Design 

 

For editorial contact: 

Phone/WhatsApp: + 2349012658103 

Email: c1media22@gmail.com 

A C1 Guild bimonthly newsletter focusing on NFT and related 

disciplines, dissemination of information to create awareness, 

support and breeding artists, as well as building bridges for all in 

the blockchain ecosystem. 

Mission 

C1 was founded with one goal in mind… To help creatives who 

may not have the means to, produce, mint and sell NFTs. 

Q: What are some of main cryptocurrency tips and mistakes to avoid? 

A: Tips: 1. Have a strategy for crypto trading. 2. Manage risk. 3. Diversify your crypto portfolio.  

4. Be in it for the long term. 5. Automate  purchases. 6. Use trading bots 

Common mistakes: 1. Buying just because the price is low. 2. Falling for scams. 3. Going “all-in”.  

4. Thinking crypto is “easy money.” 5. Forgetting your crypto keyphrase. 

NFT Calendar: Upcoming DROPS 

Meta Pharoahs NFT: 15-22 Feb, OpenSea 

Solana Chick Business: 15-22 Feb, Magic Eden 

Koala Kingdom :15-22 Feb, CNFT 

Pixl Beavers, 15-22 Feb, Mintable 

Devious Dogs : 15-22 Feb, OpenSea 

Cryton Stickmen: 15-22 Feb, OpenSea 

BananaMonkey: 15-22 Feb, OpenSea 

Elie Cubs: 15-22 Feb, Magic Eden 

 

 

https://discord.gg/DQZGkTMSzX
https://www.instagram.com/dum_unu/p/CY4E3ytAMos/?utm_medium=copy_link
https://twitter.com/dum_unu/status/1484931658059063304?s=21
https://www.facebook.com/chapter1guild/

